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Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. She s been playing with bad blood. After discovering
a world full of angels and demons, Jennifer Mills explains to her husband, Hunter, that Jadan is her
guardian angel. She is a human: A rescue mission to save her dad and Jadan from the Dark Realm
causes Jennifer to question her earthly identity. She tries to stay focused on her everyday tasks, but
feels pulled toward her spiritual role even more. She is a half-angel: Jadan adds two mystical gems
to Jennifer s growing collection from the Realm Beyond and helps her navigate the flying part of
her training. He also reveals an intimate part of her past, creating an even stronger connection
between them. Will she make the right choice? She is a trap: When Jadan is forced to leave the
earthly realm, Zalia is sent to guard over Jennifer. A host of angels arrives on the beach, before a
mysterious navy blue gem finds its way into Jennifer s house. Will she be able to let this one go,
before it leads to her demise?.
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Reviews
The ebook is easy in read through easier to fully grasp. It is rally fascinating throgh reading through time. I am e ortlessly can get a enjoyment of reading
a written publication.
-- K ia r r a Schultz III
The book is great and fantastic. Yes, it really is engage in, still an interesting and amazing literature. You wont feel monotony at at any moment of your
respective time (that's what catalogs are for regarding if you request me).
-- Da r en Ra ynor II
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